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A Light Weight Authentication Protocol for IoT-enabled Devices in
Distributed Cloud Computing Environment
Ruhul Amin1 , Neeraj Kumar1,∗ , G.P. Biswas2 , R. Iqbal3 , Victor Chang4
Abstract
With the widespread popularity and usage of Internet-enabled devices, Internet of things has become popular now a days. However,
data generated from various smart devices in IoT is one of the biggest concerns. To process such a large database repository
generated from all types of devices in IoT, Cloud Computing (CC) has emerged as a key technology. But, the private information
from IoT devices is stored in distributed private cloud server so that only legitimate users are allowed to access the sensitive
information from the cloud server. Keeping focus on all these points, this article first shows security vulnerabilities of the multi-
server cloud environment of the protocols proposed by Xue et al. and Chuang et al. Then, we propose an architecture which is
applicable for distributed cloud environment and based on it, an authentication protocol using smartcard has been proposed, where
the registered user can access all private information securely from all the private cloud servers. To proof security strength of our
protocol, we have used AVISPA tool and BAN logic model in this article. In addition, informal cryptanalysis confirms that the
protocol is protected against all possible security threats. The performance analysis and comparison confirm that the proposed
protocol is superior than its counterparts.
Keywords: Authentication, AVISPA tool, BAN logic, Distributed Cloud Environment, Security Attacks.
1. Introduction
In the year 1999, the concept of the Internet of things (IoT) was introduced by the scientist Ashton. It is the
basically set of interconnected things such as sensor devices, tags, and smart objects over the Internet networks. All
these devices must have the capability to collect data and communicate the same to all other devices deployed across
the globe. The main focus of IoT is to get information from the environment which can be shared among different
other devices. Thus, IoT is an important technology in our daily life [1]. For an example, in smart-home environment,
people life-style is improved using home energy consumption with the help of a set of home sensor devices. Also this
technology is useful in several practical applications such as Control systems Ambient-Assisted Living, Safer Mining
Production, Smart Unit and Tracking etc. However, the IoT usually coincides with sensors with low memory, low
power and battery and network limitations. Therefore, it is important to compute, store, access and analysis of IoT
data. Additionally, there should be a standard platform that can handle efficiently large amount of heterogeneity data
and devices, as the data and devices are growing [1] exponentially.
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To handle all the above issues discussed, there is a requirement of a unified technology such as cloud using which
information can be accessed from anywhere. Presently, a lot of cloud services are available from public and private
servers for the internet users. In general, public cloud platforms are open for all user and private cloud services are
imperative as it is not accessible without authorization. There are basically several types of services provided by the
cloud such as Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud (Ex. IBM LotusLive), Platform as a Service (PaaS) (Ex. Google
AppEngine) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)(Ex. Amazon Web Services). Private clouds are owned and used
by a single organization or department. In security point of view, accessing data from the private cloud server is
not feasible by the internet client without authorization. Therefore, it is very imperative issue to check authorization
of the client before accessing. With the rapid development of the Internet and electronic commerce technology,
many services are provided to the client/user through the Internet communication such as online shopping, online
game, distributed electronic medical records system etc. Among all these applications, cloud security [2] is also an
important issues in business perspective. To authorize the client, several authentication protocols are available, but
password with hash function based are most acceptable due to easy implementation. In this article, we have designed a
distributed environment for the private server where the client could get services on completing authorization process.
To complete authorization process, this article designs an authentication protocol which authenticates the client and
then agrees upon a common secret session key for secure communication.
1.1. Literature Review
In 1981, Lamport [8] first suggested authentication technique using password over untrusted networks. However,
the protocol depends on the password table which leads to stolen-verifier attack at the server end. Thereafter, many [4,
5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] user authentication with password and key negotiation techniques have been put
forward for client server communication model. In 2001, Li et al. [19] first put forward multi-server authentication
protocol using neural network concept and they had shown that client can choose his/her password freely. Then, Lin
et al. [20] states that the protocol in [19] is not efficient due to heavy time complexity. Then they utilized Elgamal
Digital Signature [21] and geometric properties on the Euclidean plane to design a password based authentication
scheme. Cao et al. [22] suggested that Lin et al. [20] protocol is not secure against impersonation attack and takes
large memory for storage public parameter into memory of smart card for each user. Thereafter, Juang [23] proposed
password and nonce based multi-server authentication protocol. Later on, Ku et al. [24] stated that Juang protocol
cannot resist insider attack and forward secrecy is not provided, whereas Cheng et al. [32] suggested better solution
of the protocol in [24]. In 2007, Liao et al. [25] suggested a key agreement protocol using the concept of dynamic
identity for multi-server environment based on cryptographic hash function and declared that their protocol satisfies
all the relevant security aspects of multi-server environment. After long time in 2009, the authors in [26] demonstrated
that the protocol in [25] is vulnerable to several security threats and designed an extended protocol and declares that
it takes low complexity, higher security and the efficiency is better than previous research. In 2011, Sood et al. [31]
criticized that the protocol in [26] is susceptible several imperative attacks and the password change process is not
accurate. Then, Sood et al. [31] put forward a dynamic identity based multi-server authentication protocol. In 2012,
Li et al. [7] demonstrated that the protocol in [31] is incorrect and not attack protected. To improve security, they
developed a counter measure protocol. In 2014, Xue et al. [3] stated that the protocol in [7] is meaningless due to not
protecting several security threats and they also suggested a better protocol for security improvement.
1.2. Motivation and Contributions
Our examination on the research for multi-server authentication states that all existing research are not completely
protected against security threats. Therefore, Our aim is to develop a security attacks free authentication protocol
which can be used in distributed cloud environment. This article contributes the following aspects.
1. We have examined the protocol in [3] and demonstrated that it is not protected against user anonymity problem,
off-line password guessing attack, insider attack and user impersonation attack. The same protocol also has
incorrect design issues in the authentication phase.
2. We have also demonstrated that the Chuang et al.’s protocol cannot not resist user impersonation and session
key discloser attack.
3. For the security and complexity improvement, we design an authentication protocol for distributed cloud sys-
tem.
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4. For the mutual authentication proof, we have used BAN logic model. Further, the entire protocol has been
simulated using AVISPA software, whose results ensure safe and sound.
5. It is also our contribution that we offer password and identity change phases in our protocol.
1.3. Road map of the paper
In Section 2, we briefly addresses the Xue et al.’s work. Cryptanalysis of the same scheme is given in Section 3.
Section 4, addresses briefly reviews and cryptanalysis of the Chuang et al.’s protocol. We design and present our
protocol in Section 5. The BAN logic analysis, simulation using AVISPA tool and informal cryptanalysis appear in
Section 6. The Section 7 evaluates and judges our protocol with previous research works. We present conclusion of
this article in Section 8.
2. Brief Review of Xue et al.’s Scheme
This section briefly reviews the Xue et al. [3] scheme which involves three types of entity such as user Ui, service
provider server S j and control server (CS ). The CS mainly provides registration procedure to all Ui and S j. The S j
provides set of services to all the users on demand. The notations used in this article are recorded in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations Table
Symbol Description
CR Card Reader
S j j-th service provider server
S m m-th cloud server
Ui i-th user
CS The control server
IDi Identity of the user Ui
Pi Password of the user Ui
x Secret number only known to CS
y Secret number of CS
d Random number of S j
b Random number of Ui
h(·) Cryptographic one-way hash function (0, 1)l → (0, 1)n
T Timestamp
4T Estimated time dealy
S K Secret session key
⊕ Bit-wise xor operation
‖ Concatenate operation
2.1. Registration Phase
The Ui choices desired identity IDi, password Pi, a random number b and calculates Ai = h(b ‖ Pi) and submits
registration message 〈IDi, Ai, b〉 to the CS . Now the CS first takes two random numbers 〈x, y〉 and calculates PIDi =
h(IDi ‖ b), Bi = h(PIDi ‖ x) and forwards Bi to the user securely. After receiving Bi, the Ui calculates Ci = h(IDi ‖
Ai), Di = Bi ⊕ h(PIDi ‖ Ai) and embeds 〈Ci, Di, b, h(·)〉 in the smart card.
During the service provider server registration, the S j choices identity S ID j, a random number d and sends
〈S ID j, d〉 to the CS . After receiving it, the CS calculates PS ID j = h(S ID j ‖ d), BS j = h(PS ID j ‖ y) and sends
〈BS j〉 to S j securely. Finally, the S j records secret parameter 〈BS j, d〉 into his/her memory.
3
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2.2. Login Phase
The Ui punches the smart card into the card reader and provides IDi and Pi. Then, the card reader calculates
A∗i = h(b ‖ Pi), C∗i = h(Di ‖ A∗i ) and checks the condition (C∗i ? = Ci). If (C∗i == Ci), the card reader accepts the Ui as
a legitimacy user; otherwise, rejects the connection.
2.3. Authentication and Key agreement Phase
This phase describes mutual authentication as well as key agreement among the Ui, S j and the CS . All operations
performed in this phase are given below.
Step 1: User Ui generates a current timestamp TS i, a random number Ni1 and computes 〈Bi, Fi,CIDi,Gi, Pi j〉 as
follows:
Bi = Di ⊕Ci
Fi = Bi ⊕ Ni1
CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(Bi ‖ Ni1 ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”)
Gi = b ⊕ h(Bi ‖ Ni1 ‖ TS i ‖ ”11”)
Pi j = h(Bi ⊕ h(Ni1 ‖ S ID j ‖ PIDi ‖ TS i))
where ”00” is a 2 bit binary ”0” and ”11” are 2 bit binary ”1”. Then, Ui forwards 〈Fi, Pi j,CIDi, PIDi,Gi,TS i〉 to S j
publicly.
Step 2: After getting messages from Ui, S j first checks the time interval condition (TS j − TS i < 4T ), where
TS j, 4T is the S j’s current timestamp and expected time interval during message transmission respectively. If the
condition is not false, S j proceeds; otherwise, stops this session. Then, the S j produces a random number Ni2 and
calculates the following operations:
Ji = BS j ⊕ Ni2
Ki = h(Ni2 ‖ BS j ‖ Pi j ‖ TS i)
Li = S ID j ⊕ h(BS j ‖ Ni2 ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”)
Mi = d ⊕ h(BS j ‖ Ni2 ‖ TS i ‖ ”11”)
The S j then sends 〈Fi, Pi j,CIDi,Gi, PIDi,TS i, Ji, Ki, Li, Mi, PS ID j〉 to the CS publicly.
Step 3: After getting messages from S j, CS first checks the condition (TS cs − TS i < 4T ), where TS cs is the
current timestamp of the CS . Stops the connection if the condition is false; otherwise, the CS performs the following
operations:
BS j = h(PS ID j ‖ y)
Ni2 = Ji ⊕ BS j
K∗i = h(Ni2 ‖ BS j ‖ Pi j ‖ TS i)
The CS checks the condition (K∗i ? = Ki). If (K
∗
i == Ki), it further calculates:
Bi = h(PIDi ‖ x)
Ni1 = Bi ⊕ Fi
IDi = CIDi ⊕ h(Bi ‖ Ni1 ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”)
S ID j = Li ⊕ h(BS j ‖ Ni2 ‖ TS i ‖ ”11”)
P∗i j = h(Bi ⊕ h(Ni1 ‖ S ID j ‖ PIDi ‖ TS i))
Then, the CS checks the condition whether (P∗i j? = Pi j) or not. If (P
∗
i j , Pi j), stops this session; otherwise, calculates
the following operations:
b = Gi ⊕ h(Bi ‖ Ni1 ‖ TS i ‖ ”11”)
d = Mi ⊕ h(BS j ‖ Ni2 ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”)
PID∗i = h(IDi ‖ b)
PS ID∗j = h(S ID j ‖ d)
4
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The CS checks whether (PID∗i = PIDi) and (PS ID
∗
j = PS ID j) are correct or not. If these condition is not false, the
CS takes a random number Ni3 and calculates the following operations:
Pi = Ni1 ⊕ Ni3 ⊕ h(S ID j ‖ Ni2 ‖ BS j)
Qi = h(Ni1 ⊕ Ni3)
Ri = Ni2 ⊕ Ni3 ⊕ h(IDi ‖ Ni1 ‖ Bi)
Vi = h(Ni2 ⊕ Ni3)
Then, the CS sends 〈Pi, Qi,Ri,Vi〉 to the S j.
Step 4: On the receipt of reply message from CS , the S j calculates the following operations:
Ni1 ⊕ Ni3 = Pi ⊕ h(S ID j ‖ Ni2 ‖ BS j)
Q∗i = h(Ni1 ⊕ Ni3).
Then, the S j verifies whether (Q∗i ? = Qi). If (Q
∗
i == Qi), it implies that the CS and Ui are authentic and sends reply
messages 〈Ri,Vi〉 to the user Ui.
Step 5: On the receipt of reply message from S j, the Ui calculates,
Ni2 ⊕ Ni3 = Ri ⊕ h(IDi||Ni1||Bi)
V∗i = h(Ni2 ⊕ Ni3)
Then, the Ui checks the condition (V∗i ? = Vi). If (V
∗
i == Vi), the Ui confirms that CS and S j are authentic. Finally,
the Ui, S j and CS agree upon a common secret key S K = h((Ni1 ⊕ Ni2 ⊕ Ni3) ‖ TS i).
2.4. Password Update phase
After password authentication in the registration phase, the user Ui’s password Pi does not appear in Bi. Thus,
password renewal procedure can execute in anytime without CS ′s helps. Ui can renew the parameters in smart card.
C
′
i = h(IDi ‖ A
′
i) D
′
i = Bi ⊕ h(PIDi ⊕ A
′
i)
In order to keep password consistency between Ui and CS , Ui needs to submit his/her IDi and A
′
i with a new password
P
′
i to CS via secure channel. CS renew Ui’s password in the verification table. However, the submission process does
not have to happen after the password changing immediately.
2.5. Identity Update phase
In order to update the identity of the Ui, the Ui re-choices a random number b∗ and then calculates A∗i = h(b
∗ ‖ Pi)
and submits 〈IDi, b∗, A∗i 〉 to CS . After verifying user’s legitimacy, the CS re-computes PID∗i = h(IDi ‖ b∗), B∗i =
h(PID∗i ‖ x) and submits B∗i to the Ui through any private communication. Then, the Ui calculates C∗i = h(IDi ‖ A∗i ),
D∗i = B
∗
i ⊕ h(PID∗i ⊕ A∗i ). At the end, the smart card updates 〈C∗i , D∗i , b∗, h(·)〉. Now, the Ui’s protected pseudonym
identity PIDi is dynamically changed to PID∗i .
In the case of service provider server, the S j re-choices a random number d∗ and uses identity S j to register with
the CS . Then, the CS computes PS ID∗j = h(S ID
∗
j ‖ d∗), BS ∗j = h(PS ID∗j ‖ y) and sends BS ∗j to S j through private
communication. Finally, the S j updates BS ∗j , d
∗ in his/her memory and completes the identity updates phase.
3. Cryptanalysis of Xue et al.’s Scheme
This section cryptanalyses the authentication protocol proposed by Xue et al. We assume some valid assumptions
which are recorded in [10, 36, 35, 9] for making cryptanalysis of the protocol in [3].
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3.1. User Anonymity
The authors in [3] stated that their protocol is user anonymous that means no one can know the legal user’s
identity. However, we have observed that the attacker can easily compute the legal user identity based on the smart
card information and protocol description.
The attacker computes the following operations:
Bai = Ci ⊕ Di,
Nai1 = Fi ⊕ Bai
IDai = CIDi ⊕ h(Bai ‖ Nai1 ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”)
It can be easily shown that IDai = IDi. Hence, the protocol is not user anonymous.
Correctness: IDai = IDi
IDai = CIDi ⊕ h(Bai ‖ Nai1 ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”).
= CIDi ⊕ h((Ci ⊕ Di) ‖ (Ci ⊕ Di ⊕ Fi) ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”). [ S inceBai = Ci ⊕ Di]
= CIDi ⊕ h(Bi ‖ Ni1 ‖ TS i ‖ ”00”)
= IDi
3.2. Off-line Password Guessing Attack
In general, the user always takes password which is low-entropy and can guess it in off-line approach. The protocol
proposed in [3] is not protected against the above attack. The Algorithm 1 presents execution of the above attack.
Algorithm 1
1: Input: 〈Ci, Di, b, h(·), IDi〉, Where IDi is obtained from the user anonymity problem.
2: Output: Pi.
3: Adversary computes Ci = h(IDi ‖ Ai) = h(IDi ‖ h(Pi ‖ b)).
4: Adversary takes word as a password Pgi from the small dictionary (D).
5: Computes Cgi = h(IDi ‖ h(Pgi ‖ b)).
6: if (Cgi == Ci) then
7: Return(pwgA);
8: else
9: Go to step 3 until correct password is obtained
10: end if
The description in Algorithm 1 clearly states that after extracting all the smart card information, the attacker can
easily guess legal user’s password.
3.3. Privileged Insider Attack at the Server End
In the registration phase, the Ui puts in 〈Ai, b〉 to the CS through secure channel, where Ai = h(b ‖ Pi) and b is the
random number. Hence, the insider attacker of the system can verify the guessed password using the Pi parameters.
As a good number of users use low entropy and identical password to login into remote system, the insider attacker
of the system may access others account of the others server. Therefore, we may claim that the protocol suggested by
Xue et al. is not protected against insider attack.
3.4. Session Key Discloser Attack
The protocol suggested in [3] is vulnerable to session key discloser attack as the attacker can easily calculate it.
The technique to calculate the session key is as follows.
Step 1: The attacker calculates the following operations.
Bi = Ci ⊕ Di
Ni1 = Fi ⊕ Bi
Nai2 ⊕ Nai3 = Ri ⊕ h(IDi ‖ Ni1 ‖ Bi)
6
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where, IDi is the legal user’s identity obtained from the user anonymity description.
Step2: Now, the attacker computes the session key S Ka = h((Ni1 ⊕ Ni2 ⊕ Ni3) ‖ TS i). It is correct information
that the session key computed by the attacker is same with the protocol in [3]. Therefore, the protocol in [3] is not
protecting the above attack.
3.5. User Impersonation Attack
It is practical that a legal user may be leaked server’s private information to the attacker. The legal user also can
act as an attacker. It can be assumed that the legal user provides the identity of S j to the attacker. The execution
procedure of the above attack is described below:
Step 1: The attacker produces a random number Nai and computes the following operations:
Bai = Ci ⊕ Di
Fai = Bi ⊕ Nai
Pai j = h(B
a
i ⊕ h(Nai ‖ S ID j ‖ PIDi ‖ TS a))
CIDi = IDi ⊕ h(Bai ‖ Nai ‖ TS a ‖ ”00”)
Gai = b ⊕ h(Bai ‖ Nai ‖ TS a ‖ ”11”)
where, TS a is the current timestamp generated by the attacker.
Step 2: Attacker then sends 〈Fai , Pai j,CIDi, PIDi,Gai ,TS a〉 to the S j. As the timestamp TS a is valid, it is confirmed
that time interval at the S j end should correct. The S j now sends 〈Fai , Pai j,CIDi, PIDi,Gai ,TS a, Ji, Ki, Li, Mi, PS ID j〉
to the control server CS .
Step 3: The CS calculates the following operations:
Bi = h(PIDi ‖ x)
Nai1 = Bi ⊕ Fai
IDi = CIDi ⊕ h(Bi ‖ Nai1 ‖ TS a ‖ ”00”)
b = Gai ⊕ h(Bi ‖ Nai1 ‖ TS a ‖ ”11”)
PID∗i = h(IDi ‖ b)
Now, the CS checks (PID∗i ? = PIDi). If (PID
∗
i == PIDi), the attacker can impersonate as an authorized user to
CS . Thus, the protocol is not protecting against the above attack.
3.6. Design Flaws in the Authentication Phase
Step 1: In step 1 of this phase, the Ui calculates Bi = Di ⊕ Ci = Bi ⊕ h(PIDi ‖ Ai) ⊕ h(IDi ‖ Ai) = h(PIDi ‖
x)⊕h(PIDi ‖ Ai)⊕h(IDi ‖ Ai), Fi = Bi⊕Ni1 and uses 〈Bi, Fi〉 as login message of the protocol. Finally, control server
CS has got 〈Bi, Fi〉 parameters from the login message.
Step 2: In step 3, CS computes B∗i = h(PIDi ‖ x) and extracts N∗i1 = B∗i ⊕ Fi. Now, it is confirm that N∗i1 , Ni1, as
B∗i , Bi. however, it must be N
∗
i1 = Ni1.
Correctness of B∗i , Bi
Bi = Di ⊕Ci
= Bi ⊕ h(PIDi ‖ Ai) ⊕ h(IDi ‖ Ai)
= h(PIDi ‖ x) ⊕ h(PIDi ‖ Ai) ⊕ h(IDi ‖ Ai)
, h(PIDi ‖ x) since, h(PIDi ‖ Ai) , h(IDi ‖ Ai)
, B∗i
Step 3: The above description confirms that the protocol rejects user in each authentication cycle, though the user
inputs valid information during the login phase. Therefore, it can be strongly concluded that the suggested protocol
in [3] is not applicable for practical application.
3.7. AVISPA Simulation of Xue et al. Protocol
We have demonstrated that the Xue et al.’s protocol has several security loopholes. This section shows through
simulation results that the same protocol [3] is not secure against replay and man-in-the-middle attacks using AVISPA
tool. We have included OFMC and Cl-AtSe results in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively.
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Figure 1. OFMC result
Figure 2. CL-AtSe result
4. Brief Review and Cryptanalysis of Chuang et al. Protocol
We briefly present the Chuang et al.’s [30] protocol first and then discuss some security weaknesses. we refer to
the reader for details information about the Chuang et al.’s protocol in [30]. All phases of the protocol in [30] is given
below.
8
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4.1. Registration Phase
The S j forwards the message to the CS for becoming an authorized server, and on receiving the message the CS
replies shared secret key PS K to the S j.
Step 1: Ui → CS : IDi, h(Pi ⊕ BIOi) in person, where BIOi is the user’s biometric template.
Step 2: The CS computes the following operations:
Ai = h(IDi ‖ x)
Bi = h(Ai)
Ci = h(Pi ⊕ BIOi) ⊕ Bi
Di = PS K ⊕ Ai
Then, the CS transports a smart card after storing 〈IDi, Bi,Ci, Di, h(·)〉 in the smart card.
4.2. Login Phase
The user provides 〈IDi, Pi〉 to the card reader and BIOi at the sensor devices. Then, the card reader checks the
format of IDi and verifies whether h(Pi ⊕ BIOi) ⊕Ci matches with Bi or not. If both the condition matches, the smart
card computes the following operations:
M1 = h(Bi) ⊕ N1,
AIDi = h(N1) ⊕ IDi,
M2 = h(N1 ‖ AIDi ‖ Di)
The smart card then sends 〈AIDi, M1, M2, Di〉 to the S j, where N1 is the random number produced by the smart
card.
4.3. Authentication Phase
Step 1: The S j calculates Ai = Di ⊕ PS K, N1 = M1 ⊕ h2(Ai) and makes sure whether h(N1 ‖ AIDi ‖ Di) matches
with M2 or not. If it matches, the S j produces a random nonce N2 and calculates the following operations and sends
〈S ID j, M3, M4〉 to the smart card.
S Ki j = h(N1 ‖ N2),
M3 = N2 ⊕ h2(N1),
M4 = h(S ID j ‖ N2)
Step 2: After receiving 〈S ID j, M3, M4〉, the smart card computes h2(N1), retrieves random nonce N2 = M3 ⊕
h2(N1)) and checks the condition whether h(S ID j ‖ N2) matches with M4 or not. After that, the smart card computes
S Ki j = h(N1 ‖ N2), S Ki j ⊕ h(N2) and sends S Ki j ⊕ h(N2) to the S j
Step 3: The S j uses S Ki j to retrieves h(N2) and then verifies the value h(N2) whether it is correct or not.
4.4. User Impersonation Attack
The protocol proposed in [30] is not provided security against the above attack. The execution procedure for
launching the above attack is as follows.
Step 1: The attacker produces a random nonce Na1 and calculates the following operations:
Ma1 = h(h(Ai)) ⊕ Na1
AIDai = h(N
a
1 ) ⊕ IDi
Ma2 = h(N
a
1 ‖ AIDai ‖ Di).
Then, the attacker sends 〈Ma1 , Ma2 , AIDai , Di〉 to the S j through public channel.
Step 2: After getting the login request 〈Ma1 , Ma2 , AIDai , Di〉, the S j extracts and computes the following operations:
Ai = PS K ⊕ Di
Na1 = M
a
1 ⊕ h(h(Ai))
M
′
2 = h(N
a
1 ‖ AIDai ‖ Di)
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Then, the S j compares the correctness whether Ma2 = M
′
2 is correct or not. It can be confirmed that the condition
Ma2 = M
′
2 is true, as both parameters 〈Ma2 , M
′
2〉 depend on the common parameters 〈Na1 , AIDai , Di〉. Then, the S j
produces a random number N2 and calculates S K = h(Na1 ‖ N2), M3 = N2 ⊕ h(h(Na1 )), M4 = h(S ID j ‖ N2). Finally,
the S j sends 〈S ID j, M3, M4〉 to the attacker.
Step 3: After getting message from S j, the attacker calculates N2 = M3 ⊕ h(h(Na1 )), M
′
4 = h(S ID j ‖ N2) and
compares the correctness of (M4? = M
′
4). If (M4 == M
′
4), the attacker calculates S K = h(N
a
1 ‖ N2) as session key of
the protocol. The above description ensures that the protocol is not protected.
4.5. Session key Discloser Attack
Our following demonstration states that the protocol in [30] suffers from the above attack.
Step 1: Firstly, the attacker calculates N1 = h(Bi)⊕M1 from the login message and N2 = h(h(N1))⊕M3 from the
reply message of the protocol.
Step 2: The computation of the session key of the protocol in [30] relies upon the difficulties of the cryptographic
hash function and two random numbers N1 and N2.
Now, the attacker easily calculates the session key S K = h(N1 ‖ N2), as he/she knows the random number 〈N1, N2〉.
Thus, the Chuang et al.’s protocol fails to resist session key discloser attack.
4.6. AVISPA Simulation of Chuang et al. Protocol
We have simulated the published works of Chuang et al. protocol using AVISPA online web-software and its
results show that it is UNSAFE under OFMC and CL-AtSe Models. According the information available in the
literature [10], the Chuang et al.’s protocol is not secure against replay and man-in-the-middle attacks. We have
shown the simulation results in Figure 3 and in Figure 4 of OFMC and CL-Atse models respectively.
Figure 3. OFMC result
5. Our Protocol
A private cloud server basically stores confidential information from the environment using the concept of Internet
of Things (IoT). Now, the problem is to access stored confidential information from the private cloud. To solve this
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Figure 4. CL-AtSe result
problem, this article put forwards a smartcard based authentication protocol for distributed cloud environment, where
the registered user or client can access desired private cloud server securely. To design it, our protocol uses six
phases namely (1) cloud server registration, (2) user registration (3) login, (4) authentication, (5) password change
and (6) identity update. We present our proposed cloud architecture in Figure 5. In our cloud architecture, there are
several private cloud servers which are controlled by the control server and all the private cloud servers are located
in distributed manner. On executing our protocol, a valid user or client can access all the private cloud servers. The
explanation of our all phases is as follows.
5.1. Registration Phase
Our proposed protocol divides registration phase into two sections i.e. (1) cloud server registration and (2) user
registration.
5.2. Cloud Server Registration Phase
During cloud server registration, the S m chooses an identity S IDm, a random number d and sends 〈S IDm, d〉 to
CS . After receiving it, the CS computes PS IDm = h(S IDm ‖ d), BS m = h(PS IDm ‖ y) and sends 〈BS m〉 to S m
securely. Finally, the S m stores secret parameter 〈BS m, d〉 into his/her memory.
5.2.1. User Registration Phase
During registration in CS , user first chooses desired identity IDi, password Pi and two random numbers 〈b1, b2〉.
Then, the Ui computes Ai = h(Pi ‖ b1), PIDi = h(IDi ‖ b2), bbi = b2 ⊕ Ai and sends 〈Ai, PIDi〉 to the CS securely.
On getting 〈Ai, PIDi〉, the CS calculates the following operations:
Ci = h(Ai ‖ PIDi)
Di = h(PIDi ‖ x)
Ei = Di ⊕ Ai.
Finally, the CS prepares and delivers a new smartcard for each Ui after recording 〈Ci, Ei, h(·)〉 in the smartcard and
transports it to Ui through private communication. After getting it, the Ui records 〈DP, bbi〉 in the smartcard, where
DP = h(IDi ‖ Pi) ⊕ b1. Finally, the smartcard holds 〈Ci, Ei, bbi, DP, h(·)〉.
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Figure 5. Proposed distributed cloud environment system
Remark1: During the registration phase, we have used two random numbers 〈b1, b2〉 for resisting insider attack.
It is our great approach that the user does not need to remember random numbers 〈b1, b2〉 and also the smartcard does
not store the random numbers.
5.3. Login Phase
For accessing server resources, a legal user Ui first punches the smartcard into card reader CR and inputs ID∗i and
P∗i to the terminal. Then, the card reader calculates,
b∗1 = DP ⊕ h(ID∗i ‖ P∗i )
A∗i = h(P
∗
i ‖ b∗1)
b∗2 = bbi ⊕ A∗i
PID∗i = h(ID
∗
i ‖ b∗2)
C∗i = h(A
∗
i ‖ PID∗i )
Then, the CR checks the condition (C∗i ? = Ci). If (C
∗
i == Ci), it means that (ID
∗
i = IDi) and (P
∗
i = Pi). The CR
produces a 128 bit random number Ni and computes the following operations:
Di = Ei ⊕ Ai
Gi = h(PIDi ‖ S IDm ‖ Ni ‖ TS i ‖ Di)
Fi = Di ⊕ Ni
Zi = S IDm ⊕ h(Di ‖ Ni)
where S IDm is the cloud server’s identity chosen by the user Ui. Then, the CR transmits the login messages
〈Gi, Fi,Zi, PIDi,TS i〉 to the S m publicly.
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5.4. Authentication Phase
This phase is necessary for performing mutual authentication as well as key agreement among Ui, S m and CS .
The details explanation of this phase are as follows.
Step 1: The S m first checks the condition whether (TS m−TS i < 4T ) holds or not on receiving the login message,
where TS m, 4T are the cloud server’s current timestamp and expected valid time interval for transmission delay
respectively. If the condition is not true, the S m terminates the connection; otherwise, the S m produces a 128 bit
random number Nm and computes the following operations:
Ji = BS m ⊕ Nm,
Ki = h(Nm ‖ BS m ‖ Gi ‖ TS j)
Finally, the S m sends 〈Ji, Ki, PS IDm,Gi, Fi,Zi, PIDi,TS i,TS m〉 to the CS publicly.
Step 2: On getting messages from S m, CS first checks the time interval i.e. (TS cs−TS m < 4T ∗), where TS cs,4T ∗
are the CS ’s current timestamp and expected valid time interval for transmission delay respectively. If the verification
holds, CS executes the following operations; otherwise, terminates the session.
Di = h(PIDi ‖ x)
N∗i = Fi ⊕ Di
S ID∗m = Zi ⊕ h(Di ‖ N∗i )
G∗i = h(PIDi ‖ S ID∗m ‖ N∗i ‖ Di ‖ TS i)
After that, the CS checks the condition (G∗i ? = Gi). If (G
∗
i ? = Gi), the CS thinks that the Ui is legal; otherwise,
terminates the procedures. After that, the CS computes the following operations:
BS ∗m = h(PS IDm ‖ y)
N∗m = BS ∗m ⊕ Ji
K∗i = h(BS
∗
m ‖ N∗m ‖ Gi ‖ TS m)
Again, the CS checks the condition (K∗i ? = Ki). If (K
∗
i ? = Ki), the CS thinks that S m is legal; otherwise, terminates
the procedure.
After that, the CS chooses a 128 bit random number Ncs and computes the following operations:
Pcs = Nm ⊕ Ncs ⊕ h(Ni ‖ Di)
Rcs = Ni ⊕ Ncs ⊕ h(BS ∗m ‖ N∗m)
S Kcs = h(Ni ⊕ Nm ⊕ Ncs)
Qcs = h((Nm ⊕ Ncs) ‖ S Kcs)
Vcs = h((Ni ‖ Ncs) ‖ S Kcs)
where S Kcs is the secret session key. Finally, the CS sends 〈Pcs,Rcs, Qcs,Vcs〉 to the S m for achieving mutual
authentication of the protocol through public communication.
Step 3: On getting reply messages from CS , the S m computes the following operations:
Wm = h(BS m ‖ Nm)
Ni ⊕ Ncs = Rcs ⊕Wm
S Km = h(Ni ⊕ Ncs ⊕ Nm)
V∗cs = h((Ni ⊕ Ncs) ‖ S Km)
Then, the S m checks the condition (V∗cs? = Vcs) or not. If (V∗cs , Vcs), terminates the session; otherwise, sends
messages 〈Pcs, Qcs〉 to the Ui publicly.
Step 4: On obtaining messages from S m, the Ui calculates the following operations:
Li = h(Ni ‖ Di)
Nm ⊕ Ncs = Pcs ⊕ Li
S Ki = h(Nm ⊕ Ncs ⊕ Ni)
Q∗cs = h((Nm ⊕ Ncs) ‖ S Ki)
Then, the Ui checks the condition (Q∗cs? = Qcs) and if (Q∗cs == Qcs), it proves the authenticity of S m and CS .
Finally, the proposed protocol achieves mutual authentication among Ui, S m and CS . Now, the Ui and the S m can
exchange their secret information securely using S Km = S Ki.
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5.5. Password Change Phase
Whenever an existing Ui wishes to renew password, first he/she provides IDi and Pi after punching the smartcard.
Then, the CR executes the following operations:
b∗1 = DP ⊕ h(ID∗i ‖ P∗i )
A∗i = h(P
∗
i ‖ b∗1)
b∗2 = bbi ⊕ A∗i
PID∗i = h(ID
∗
i ‖ b∗2),
C∗i = h(A
∗
i ‖ PID∗i )
The smartcard checks the condition (C∗i ? = Ci). If (C
∗
i == Ci), the card reader requests to enter a new password P
new
i
to the Ui and calculates the following operations:
Anewi = h(P
new
i ‖ b1)
Cnewi = h(A
new
i ‖ PID∗i )
D=i Ei ⊕ Ai = h(PID∗i ‖ x),
bb∗i = b
∗
2 ⊕ Anewi
Enewi = Di ⊕ Anewi
DPnew = h(IDi ‖ Pnewi ) ⊕ b∗1
.
Finally, the CR substitutes 〈Cnewi , Enewi , bb∗i , DPnew〉 in the place of 〈Ci, Ei, bbi, DPnew〉 respectively in the smart-
card. Thus, a user can renew password without facing any difficulty.
5.6. Identity Update Phase
It is also essential to update the identity of the legal Ui and for updating the identity IDi, the Ui punches the card
into card reader devices and provides old IDi and Pi. Then, the card reader calculates the following operations:
b∗1 = DP ⊕ h(ID∗i ‖ P∗i )
A∗i = h(P
∗
i ‖ b1)
b∗2 = bbi ⊕ A∗i
PID∗i = h(ID
∗
i ‖ b∗2)
C∗i = h(Ai∗ ‖ PIDi∗)
The CR checks the condition (C∗i ? = Ci). If (C
∗
i == Ci), the terminal requests to enter a new identity ID
new
i
to the Ui. Then, the terminal sends 〈PIDnewi , DDi, PIDi〉 to the CS through insecure channels, where PIDnewi =
h(IDnewi ‖ b2), Di = Ei ⊕ A∗i , DDi = h(PIDnewi ‖ Di). After getting it, the CS computes D∗i = h(PIDi ‖ x),
DD∗i = h(PID
new
i ‖ D∗i ) and checks the correctness (DD∗i ? = DDi). If (DD∗i == DDi), the CS thinks that Ui’s message
is authentic and sends 〈CS Di, DDs〉 to the card reader through insecure channel, where CS Di = D∗i ⊕ h(PIDnewi ‖ x),
DDs = h(h(PIDnewi ‖ x) ‖ PIDnewi .
On getting the message, the card reader calculates h(PIDnewi ‖ x) = CS Dnewi ⊕ Di, DD∗s = h(h(PIDnewi ‖ x) ‖
PIDnewi ) and checks the condition (DD
∗
s? = DDs). If (DD
∗
s == DDs), the card reader further computes C
∗
i = h(Ai ‖
PIDnewi ) D
new
i = CS D
new
i ⊕ Di E∗i = Dnewi ⊕ Ai and replaces 〈C∗i , E∗i 〉 instead of 〈Ci, Ei〉 in the smartcard.
6. Cryptanalysis of the Proposed Protocol
This section makes discussion on security analysis of our protocol. For this purpose, we have used BAN logic for
proving authentication and AVISPA tool to ensure whether the protocol is safe or not. Further security analysis is also
provided to ensure security protection against relevant security attacks.
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6.1. Authentication proof based on BAN logic
Some prelimaries, notations as well as rules for the BAN logic are given in details in [10]. We only present several
goals here to proof that our protocol archives mutual authentication feature.
To proof mutual authentication, our protocol must achieves the following goals.
• Goal 1: Ui believes Ui S K↔ S m
• Goal 2: Ui believes S m believes Ui S K↔ S m
• Goal 3: S m believes Ui S K↔ S m
• Goal 4: S m believes Ui believes Ui S K↔ S m
• Goal 5: S m believes S m S K↔ CS
• Goal 6: S m believes CS believes S m S K↔ CS
• Goal 7: CS believes S m S K↔ CS
• Goal 8: CS believes S m S K↔ CS
6.1.1. Idealized form
Message 1: Ui → S m : PIDi,TS i, Ei : 〈Ai〉(Di), Gi : 〈(PIDi ‖ S IDm ‖ Ni ‖ TS i)〉(Di), Fi : 〈Ni〉(Dii), Zi : 〈Ni〉(Di).
Message 2: S m → CS : Message1, PS IDm, Ji : 〈Nm〉BS m , Ki : 〈Nm〉(BS m‖Gi‖TS m).
Message 3: CS → S m : Pcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(h(Ni‖Di)), Rcs : 〈Ni ⊕ Ncs〉(h(BS m‖Nm)), Qcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(S Kcs), Vcs :
〈Ni ⊕ Ncs〉S Kcs
Message 4: S m → Ui : Pcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(h(Ni‖Di)), Qcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(S Kcs)
Second, the following assumptions about the initial state of the protocol are made to analyze the proposed protocol:
A1: Ui believes Fresh (Ni)
A2: S m believes Fresh (Ni)
A3: CS believes Fresh (Ni)
A4: S m believes Fresh (Nm)
A5: Ui believes Fresh (Nm)
A6: CS believes Fresh (Ni)
A7: CS believes Fresh (Ncs)
A8: Ui believes Fresh (Nm ⊕ Ncs)
A9: S m believes Fresh (Ni ⊕ Ncs)
A10: Ui believes Ui
Di↔ S m
A11: S m believes Ui
S K↔ S m
A12: S m believes S m
BS j↔ CS
A13: CS believes Ui
S K↔ S m
A14: S m believes Ui Controls Ni
A15: CS believes S m Controls Nm
6.1.2. Main proofs using BAN rules and assumptions
Message 1: Ui → S m : PIDi,TS i, Ei : 〈Ai〉(Di),Gi : 〈(PIDi ‖ S IDm ‖ Ni ‖ TS i)〉(Di), Fi : 〈Ni〉(Di),Zi : 〈Ni〉(Di).
Using seeing rule, we get
S1: S m sees PIDi,TS i, Ei : 〈Ai〉(Di),Gi : 〈(PIDi ‖ S IDm ‖ Ni ‖ TS i)〉(Di), Fi : 〈Ni〉(Di),Zi : 〈Ni〉(Di)
Using A11, S1 and message meaning rule, we get
S2: S m believes Ui said Ni
Using A2, S2 and freshness-conjuncatenation rule and nonce verification rule is applied, we get
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S3: S m believes Ui believes Ni, where Ni is the necessary parameter of the session key of the proposed protocol.
Using A14, S3 and the jurisdiction rule is applied, we get
S4: S m believes Ni
Using A2, S3 and the session key rule is applied, we get
S5: S m believes Ui
S K↔ S m (Goal 3)
Using A2, S3 and nonce verification rule is applied, we get
S6: S m believes Ui believes Ui
S K↔ S m (Goal 4)
Message 2: S m → CS : Message1, PS IDm, Ji : 〈N j〉BS m , Ki : 〈Nm〉(BS m‖Gi‖TS m).
Using seeing rule, we get
S7: CS sees Message 1, PS IDm, Ji : 〈Nm〉BS m , Ki : 〈Nm〉(BS m‖Gi‖TS m)
Using A13, S7 and the message meaning rule, we get
S8: CS believes S m said Nm
Using A6, S7, freshness-conjuncatenation rule and nonce-verification rule, we get
S9: CS believes S m believes Nm, where Nm is the necessary session key parameter of the proposed protocol.
Using A15, S9 and jurisdiction rule is applied, we get
S10: CS believes Nm
Using A6, S10 and session key rule is applied, we get
S11:CS believes S m
S K↔ CS (Goal 7)
Using A6, S11 and nonce-verification rule, we get
S12: CS believes S m believes S m
S K↔ CS (Goal 8)
Message 3: CS → S m : Pcs : 〈Nm⊕Ncs〉(h(Ni‖Di)),Rcs : 〈Ni⊕Ncs〉(h(BS m‖Nm)), Qcs : 〈Nm⊕Ncs〉(S Kcs),Vcs : 〈Ni⊕Ncs〉S Kcs
Using seeing rule, we get
S13: S m sees Pcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(h(Ni‖Di)),Rcs : 〈Ni ⊕ Ncs〉(h(BS m‖Nm)), Qcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(S Kcs),Vcs : 〈Ni ⊕ Ncs〉S Kcs
Using A9, S13 and message-meaning rule is applied, we get
S14: S m believes CS said (Ni ⊕ Ncs)
Using A12, S14, freshness-conjuncatenation rule and nonce-verification rule, we get
S15: S m believes CS believes (Ni ⊕ Ncs), where (Ni ⊕ Ncs) is the necessary session key parameter of the proposed
protocol.
Using A9, S15 and session key rule is applied, we get
S16: S m believes S m
S K↔ CS (Goal 5)
Using A9, S16 and nonce-verification rule, we get
S17: S m believes CS believes S m
S K↔ CS (Goal 6)
Message 4: S m → Ui : Pcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(h(Ni‖Di)), Qcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(S Kcs)
Using seeing rule, we get
S18: Ui sees Pcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(h(Ni‖Di)), Qcs : 〈Nm ⊕ Ncs〉(S Kcs)
Using A8, S18 and message-meaning rule is applied, we get
S19: Ui believes S m said (Nm ⊕ Ncs)
Using A10, S19, freshness-conjunction rule and nonce-verification rule is applied, we get
S20: Ui believes S m believes (Nm ⊕Ncs), where (Nm ⊕Ncs) is the necessary session key parameter of the proposed
protocol.
Using A8, S20 and session key rule is applied, we get
S21: Ui believes Ui
S K↔ S m (Goal 1)
Using A8, S21 and nonce-verification rule is applied, we get
S22: Ui believes S m believes Ui
S K↔ S m (Goal 2)
6.2. Protocol Simulation using AVISPA Tool
This section presents simulation of our protocol using AVISPA software which ensures whether the protocol is
protected against security attacks or not. The description and information in details can be found in [37, 38, 10].
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Figure 6. User role in HLPSL
6.2.1. Brief Specification of the Proposed Protocol
This section discusses several roles for the Ui, the S , the S j, the session, the goal and the environment of our
protocol. In Fig. 6, we have presented HLPSL code for the Ui. In registration phase of user, the Ui generates two
random numbers B1, B2 using new operation and sends S nd(Ai′.PIDi S K1) to the control server CS by utilizing
symmetric key S K1 and S nd() operation. The symmetric key S K1 indicates that the message is transmitted to the
server securely. The type declaration channel(dy) means that the channel is for the Dolev-Yao threat model. The
information secret(B1′, B2′, Pi, IDi, subs1,Ui) signifies that the parameters B1, B2, Pi, IDi are only known to the Ui.
In the next transition, the Ui receive Ci, Ei parameters securely using Rcv() operation and S K1 key. In login phase, the
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Figure 7. Server role in HLPSL
Ui produces a random number Ni and a timestamp TS i using new operation and forwards S nd(Gi′.Fi′.Zi′.PIDi,TS i′)
parameters through open networks. The information witness(Ui, S , alice server, Ni′) specifies that the Ui has freshly
produces the value Ni′ for the S and the information request(Ui, S , alice server, Ni′) specifies that the control server
authenticates the Ui. During the authentication phase, the Ui takes delivery of Rcv(Qcs′.Vcs′) using Rcv() operation.
In Fig. 7, we have provided HLPSL code for the S. During registration phase of Ui, the server receives Rcv(Ai.PIDi S K1)
securely using the symmetric key S K1 and Rcv() operation. Then, the server sends S nd(Ci′.Ei′ S K1) securely to the
Ui. The information secret(X, subs3, S ) specifies that the secret information S is only known to the server. during the
application server registration phase, the cloud server takes Rcv(S IDm′.D′ S K2) using another symmetric key S K2
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and produces a random number Y using new() operation. After that, the server sends S nd(BS m′ S K2) to the S m
securely using S K2. The declaration secret(BS m′, subs4, S , S m) indicates that the parameter BS m is only known to
the control and application server (S , S m). In transition 3, the server receives Rcv(Ji.Ki.PS IDm.Gi.Fi.Zi.PIDi.TS i′)
and then produces a random number Ncs′ using new() operation. The server now sends S nd(Pcs.Rcs.Qcs.Vcs) to the
S m through open networks. The information witness(S , S m, server aserver, Ncs′) specifies that the server freshly
produced the value Ncs′ for the S m.
Figure 8. Cloud server role in HLPSL
In Fig. 8, we have provided HLPSL code for cloud server (Sm). During registration phase of cloud server, the
S m generates an identity S IDm and random number D using new operation and sends S nd(S IDm′.D′ S K2) securely
to the S . In transition 2, the S m receives Rcv(Gi′.Fi′.Zi′.PIDi.TS i′) and generates Nm′ using the new() operation.
The declaration secret(Nm′, subs6, S , S m,Ui) specifies that the Nm′ is only known to S , S m,Ui and the declaration
request(S m,Ui, aserver alice, Nm′) tells that the Ui authenticates the S m. In Fig. 9, we have presented the roles for
the session, goal and the environment in HLPSL language. After execution of AVISPA tool, six secrecy goals and
three authentications are verified.
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Figure 9. Roles for session, goal and environment in HLPSL.
? The secrecy o f subs1 signifies that the parameters 〈B1′, B2′, Pi, IDi〉 are kept private to only (Ui).
? The secrecy o f subs2 signifies that the random number (Ni) is only familiar to (Ui, S , S m).
? The secrecy o f subs3 signifies that the key (X) is only familiar to the (S ).
? The secrecy o f subs4 signifies that the (BS m) is only familiar to the (S , S m).
? The secrecy o f subs5 signifies that the password (Ncs′) is only familiar to (Ui, S , S m).
? The secrecy o f subs6 signifies that the password (Nm′) is only familiar to (Ui, S , S m).
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? The authentication onalice server ni signifies that the (Ui) produces a random number (ni), where (ni) is well
known to (Ui) and if the (S ) takes message securely, (S ) then corroborates the (Ui).
? The authentication onserver aserver ncs signifies that the (S ) produces a random number (ncs), where (ncs) is
well known to (S ) and if the (S m) takes message securely, (S m) then corroborates the (S ).
? The authentication onaserver alice nm signifies that the (S m) produces a random number (nm), where (nm) is
well known to (S m) and if the (Ui) takes message securely, (Ui) then corroborates the (S m).
6.2.2. Simulation Results
This section presents simulation results of the AVISPA tool for the OFMC and CL-AtSe backends. We have simu-
lated HLSPL code for all the entities in the web-based software available in the link ”http://www.avispa-project.org/web-
interface/basic.php”. Note that, the AVISPA software uses the current version i.e. (2006/02/13). The simulation results
are safe under the OFMC and CL-AtSe models and presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively. The protocol is safe
under both models indicates that it secured against active and passive attacks including replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks. Note that, the protocol is secure under some statistical assumptions for OFMC and CL-AtSe mentioned in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively.
Figure 10. OFMC result
6.3. Further Security Analysis
This section informally described that our protocol is well security protected against relevant security threats.
6.3.1. User Anonymity
In our protocol, the parameter PIDi = h(IDi ‖ b2) is used as a user identity instead of the original identity IDi. It
is noted that the parameter PIDi is saved from harm by the two private values 〈IDi, b2〉 and hash function. Hence, the
attacker cannot extort the original IDi of a legal user. The attacker is not capable of to verify guessed identity using
PIDi, as he/she has to guess two different information at a time. If the attacker attempts to guess the IDi from PIDi,
the probability is very less and is approximately 126n+128 . On the other hand, the attacker cannot determine the original
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Figure 11. CL-AtSe result
identity S IDm of the S m without knowing secret parameter Di and random number Ni from Zi = S IDm ⊕ h(Di ‖ Ni).
Hence, the protocol is user anonymous.
6.3.2. Off-line Password Guessing Attack
It is imperative and a mandatory requirement that always user’s password must be kept secret. The following
description ensures that the attacker cannot guess legal user’s password from the protocol description.
(1) We suppose that the attacker knows all smartcard information 〈Ci, Ei, DP, bbi, h()〉, where Ci = h(Ai ‖ PIDi),
Ei = Di ⊕ Ai, DP = h(IDi ‖ Pi) ⊕ b1 and bbi = b2 ⊕ Ai. As the parameter Ci is non-invertible due to hash
function, the attacker cannot extort Ai from Ci. The attacker is not capable of to check guessed password using
Ci because of two unknown information 〈Pi, b1〉.
(2) It is also clear that the attacker cannot derive Ai from Ei or bbi, as the parameter is protected by the two unknown
parameters. Furthermore, the attacker cannot extract Pi from DP due to non-invertible one-way hash function.
On knowing the information IDi and b1, the attacker can test the guessed password. In the similar way, the
attacker cannot verify the guessed password using the login message parameters 〈Gi, Fi,Zi〉.
The above explanation claims that the protocol is protected against password.
6.3.3. Privileged Insider Attack
Insider attack is most crucial in cryptography where the insider person disclose some confidential information to
the attacker. Though we assume the server as trusted entity, it is better way out to design a protocol where the server
should not know user’s credential.
In the registration phase, user Ui sends masked password Ai = h(Pi ‖ b1) instead of original password Pi to the
CS . Therefore, the insider person of the CS is not able to determine password Pi from Ai due to non-invertibility
property of hash operation. Additionally, the insider person of the CS cannot verify the guessed password due to
unknown parameter b1. Hence, the protocol is protected.
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6.3.4. User Impersonation Attack
Our protocol protects the above attack and it’s description is given below.
(1) The attacker traps the login request message 〈Ei, Ji, Fi,Zi, PIDi,TS i〉 of the Ui and attempts to calculate a different
but identical login message 〈E′i , J
′
i , F
′
i ,Z
′
i , PIDi,TS a〉, which will be authenticated to the CS , where TS a is the
attacker’s timestamp.
(2) The attacker can impersonate if he knows secret parameters Di and as it is not known, impersonation is not
feasible.
6.3.5. Replay Attack
In this attack, the attacker forwards previous trapped message to the receiver to proof that he is a legal entity. The
proposed protocol uses random number and timestamp to generate fresh login and reply messages. Therefore, if the
attacker transmits previous intercepted message, the system denies the request because of invalid timestamp condition.
Hence, the above attack is protected.
6.3.6. Session key Discloser Attack
The security of the session key in our protocol is the hardness of hash function and secret random nonces 〈Ni, Nm,
Ncs〉 generated by the Ui, S m and CS respectively. As the attacker is not able to derive random nonces 〈Ni, Nm, Ncs〉
using open information of the protocol, the protocol is completely protected against the above attack.
Table 2. Computation cost and attacks comparison of the proposed scheme with existing related schemes
Schemes⇒ Yang et al. Sood et al. Wang et al. He et al. Xue et al. Li et al. Proposed[27] [31] [28] [29] [3] [7]
Login Phase
4Th+1Te 7Th 4Th+2Tspm 3Th+2Tspm 3Th 2Th 5Th
Authentication Phase
4Te+4Th 24Th 7Th+4Tspm 20Th+6Tspm 24Th 25Th 17Th
A1
√ √ × √ × × √
A2 × × × × × × √
A3
√ √ × √ × × √
A4 × √ × √ × × √
A5
√ × × × √ × √
Skey × × × × √ √ √
MA × × × √ × × √
WPD × √ × √ √ √ √
A1: Resist off-line password guessing attack, A2: Resist Insider attack, A3: User Impersonation Attack, A4: Session key discloser attack, A5:
Resist replay attack, Skey: Session key agreement, MA: Satisfy mutual authentication, WPD: Early wrong password detection
√
: yes, ×: no
7. Performance Study
We compare our protocol’s performance with others relevant published protocols such as Xue et al. [3], Yang
et al. [27], Sood et al. [31], Wang et al. [28], He et al. [29] and Li et al. [7]. Note that the execution of registration
and password change phases happen only once. So we ignore these phases in the comparison table. Besides, Our
protocol utilizes mainly hash operation, X-or operation and concatenate operation. It is known information that X-
or and concatenate operations are very less computation as compared to other crypto-operations like hash function,
exponentiation, integer multiplication, point multiplication, chaotic-maps operations etc.
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Figure 12. Comparison graph for computation cost
Table 3. Cost complexity comparison of the proposed scheme with existing related schemes
Schemes ⇓ CCL CCA Communication mode
Yang et al. [27] 1472 1344 (2) S C → S j, S j → S C
Sood et al. [31] 896 1216 (5) S C → S j, S j → CS , CS → S j, S j → S C, S C → S j
Wang et al. [28] 320 256 (2) S C → S j, S j → S C
He et al. [29] 1408 3584 (5) S C → S j, S j → CS , CS → S j, S j → S C, S C → S j
Xue et al. [3] 768 2176 (4) S C → S j, S j → CS , CS → S j, S j → S C
Li et al. [7] 512 1664 (4) S C → S j, S j → CS , CS → S j, S j → S C
Proposed 768 2048 (4) S C → S j, S j → CS , CS → S j, S j → S C
SC: smartcard, S j: Service provider server, CS: Control server, CCL: Communication cost in login phase, CCA: communication cost in authenti-
cation phase
The Table 2 clearly demonstrates that our protocol is efficient than others related existing schemes in terms of
computation cost. Therefore, we may claim that the proposed protocol is more light weight than Xue et al.’s protocol.
The same table also makes certain that all the security attacks are well protected by our protocol. Hence our protocol
is more efficient than protocol in [3].
We have analyzed storage, communication overheads as well as communication mode of our protocol with related
works in Table 3. Communication mode in Table 3 states that few schemes cannot hold mutual authentication. For
the communication cost analysis, we supposed that the length of the identity (user, server), password, random nonce
and message digest takes 128 bits each. The communication cost of our protocol is (22 × 128) = 2816 bits and for
the Xue et al. [3] scheme is (23 × 128) = 2944 bits. After achieving all the security requirements and strong security
protections, the performance of the proposed protocol is good.
According to the information available in [40], we mentioned some cryptographic operations such as one-way
hash function, symmetric key encryption decryption operation and modular exponentiation in mili-second using MIR-
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Figure 13. Comparison graph for communication cost
Figure 14. Query of our protocol
ACLE C/C++ library that uses 32-bitWindows 7 operating systems, Visual C++ 2008 Software, AES as symmetric
en/decryption technique and SHA-1 as one-way hash function. We separately calculate computation cost in mili-
second for the login and authentication phase and the comparison graph for the computation cost is shown in Fig. 12.
Similarly, we have also evaluated communication cost in bits and its comparison with other schemes is shown in
Fig. 13.
7.1. Pro-Verif Simulation of Our Protocol
Pro-Verif is another important simulation tool to examine security fundamentals such as authentication, secrecy,
anonymity and privacy. The description of the Pro-Verif simulation tool can be found in [41, 42, 43]. To examine
the security fundamentals, this section only provides some queries and its simulation results. We have mentioned
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Figure 15. Result of Pro-verif simulation
the queries of our protocol in Figure 14 and its simulation results of the Pro-Verif software appears in Figure 15.
In Figure 15, Results (1), (2) and (3) make sure that the processes user, application server and server initiated and
executed successfully. In addition, Results (4) indicates that the attacker is not able to break session key (SK) of our
protocol. Hence, our protocol is secure.
8. Concluding Remarks
In this article, we have described as a contribution that Xue et al.’s and Chuang et al.’s protocols are not protected
against numerous security pitfalls. Then, we have designed an architecture for distributed cloud environment where
the private cloud stores confidential information using the Internet of Things (IoT) technique. To get secure access
of confidential information from any private cloud server of the distributed system, this article designs a standard au-
thentication protocol which resist all kinds of security attacks and provides important features such as user anonymity.
Mutual authentication proof has done using BAN logic and the protocol simulation using AVSIPA results ensure secu-
rity safety of the protocol. Furthermore, the informal cryptanalysis of the proposed protocol ensures that the protocol
is security attacks protected under hardness assumption of hash function. The performance study of our protocol is
better than other works in terms of computation, storage and communication cost. The proposed protocol does not
use any password verifier table and gives facility to update password and identity to legal user.
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